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John Fawcett
Municipal
Administrator for
City of
Bowling Green

Mayor declares parking
holiday in Bowling Green

Mayor Richard Edwards declared a parking meter holiday from Dec. 1 to Dec. 31.
according to a press release
The city has had parking holidays for nearly
20 years, said John Fawcett. city municipal
administrator.
'It's just one more incentive to get people
downtown to shop and our effort to maintain
a viable downtown district.' Fawcett said. 'It's
also a way to compete with the malls that
offer (ree parking."
People can park anywhere there is a
meter but should be aware that normal
parking restnctions will be in effect and parking enforcement will be checking, he said
Restnctions include two-hour and ten-hour
parking limits respectively, parking in handicap
spaces and prohibition of parking downtown
from 3 am. to 5 am. Fawcett said. The holiday does not apply to the on-street meters in
front of the Wood County Court House.
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AMMEW HIWBOLD, a (acukfTOmtier thatjeachs glass blowing. e«amines student works during Friday night's Arts Extravagarua
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START NOW
With this week being the last week of
classes for the semester. The BG News is
offering up a daily exam tip for students
to get prepared before their first big
final This issue's tip is to start studying
for exams now.

Students showcase artwork, performances at
annual Arts Extravaganza event on campus
ByMnFObr
E*to.-in-Ch«f

For Andrew Peet, his day projects typically take center stage upon his wheel
in the Fine Art's Building, but this part weekend, Peet's projects were displayed on a much larger stage than that.
Peet participated in Arts Extravaganza at the Fine Arts Building on Friday,
which allowed several students to display and sell their work. Peet's work in
ceramics is something he said takes a lot of dedication and concentration
before a big show like ArtsX.
^^^.
"It's all about that state of mind," he said "You've got to focus on treat ing
whatever It is you want to make."
This war's ArtsX, which allowed Peet to showcase his work, took on the
theme Carnivale." R was a theme that students like Peet believe helped
bring the whole event together.
"1 thinkeverybodyjust wanted some sort of grounding theme for the event

-i<2>-.

See ARTSX!Page2

Studying for exams can be a tedious
task for students at the end of a semester
With all the final projects and papers due
at the end of this week, start studying
now. Don't wait. You might regret putting off studying for that 8:30 a.m. exam
Monday morning until the night before.
Set a schedule or designate a certain
amount of time to study each day this
week. Utilize places like the University
Library, which is offering students more
time with hours extended until 2 a.m.
every Sunday through Wednesday. 12 a.m.
on Thursday and II p.m. on Friday and
Saturday It's what you'll wish you were
doing when you're on your fifth coffee or
energy drink the next morning.

-

A TRIM FOR CHARITY

THE PULSE | THEATER

A Christmas Carol' celebrates season
Students take unique perspective on classic holiday tale with 5 weekend showings
ByEricLagatta
Reporter

During the weekend, students had
a chance to get an early dose of holiday spirit right before the end of the
semester.
After opening Thursday, Nov. 29,
the cast and crew of Charles Dickens'
"A Christmas Carol" closed the
show Sunday at 2 p.m. to a packed
audience at the Donnell Theatre.
Sunday's audience even included
President Mary Ellen Mazey.
The story follows Ebenezer

Scrooge as three ghosts show
him Christmases of the past,
present and future in order for
Scrooge to learn the importance
of holiday spirit.
Sophomore Eric Bans, who played
Bob Crachit, Scrooge's employee,
said the performers told the story in
a way that would capture the audience's attention.
"This was more of a 'let us
show you what it takes to change
[Scroogej,'" Batts said.
The play, presented by the Theatre
and Film Department, was set as

VOLLEYBALL FALLS IN SECONDI ROUND

*

if a group of street actors in 1843
I-ondon were performing the show.
There were four narrators and the
crew routinely made appearances to
change the set of the stage.
Cast members occasionally
walked throughout the audience
singing Christmas carols such as
"Deck the Halls."
Grad student Jeff LaRocque, who
played Scrooge, said the audience
reacted well to the shows.
See CAROL | Page 2
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MEGAN SCHLOSSER, a sphomore at the University, donated her hair to Locks Of Love and shaved
her head for the St Baldric's Foundation research for childhood cancer on Sunday Over $22,000 was
raised for the foundation

GANDER BEFORE YOU GIVE

The BG volleyball team defeated Yale in the first

Columnist Kyle Shupe explains the

round of the NCAA tournament to capture the

dangers and implications of giving to

WHAT ARE YOUR TIPS FOR THE LAST WEEK OF CLASSES?
"Don't die; this will get hectic."

University's first volleyball NCAA tournament vic-

charities without properly researching

tory. However the team fell short to top-ranked

them first. Find out how to do your

Penn State in the second round. I PAGE 5

research before you give. | PAGE 5

Chelsea Donovan
Sophomore, Visual Arts

CLOSE
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i The Clazel is simply the best place
to hold your next special event
or fundraiser
|
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THURS., NOV. 29
2:21 P.M.
Complainant reported that
a customer tried to use a
fraudulent check within the
1300 block of N. Main St.
4:36 P.M.
Complainant reported a
theft within the 1OO0 block
of Third St.
11:19 P.M.
Austin Jullian Pyle. 19; and
Kyle C. Straube, 20. were
cited for nuisance party within the 400 block of Frazee
Ave.

FRI., NOV. 30
546 A.M.
Lawrence David Carmona, 34.
of Portage. Ohio, was cited for
assault near Eighth Street and
South College Drive.

11:35 A.M.
Complainant reported that
an ex-tenant damaged six
fire extinguishers and stole
one from an apartment
within the 400 block of S.
Main St. The total estimated
damage is $450.
1:34 P.M.
Complainant reported that
sometime during the night,
an unknown person stole a
Christmas decoration from
a residence within the 300
block of Pearl St. The decoration was valued at $30
2:41 P.M.
Complainant reported that
an unknown person stote
a stereo from a vehicle
within the 800 block of E.
Napoleon Road.
10:31 P.M.
Angel Lee Gonzales. 22, of
Findlay. Ohio, was cited for
open container of alcohol at

10 PM til 2:30 AM
/,///;
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DJ MANNY
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For more information go to:
clazel.net * facebook.com/clazel
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Lot 3 downtown.
11:01 P.M.
Rudolf Maximilien Wagnac.
20. of Bowling Green, was
cited for open container of
alcohol and underage possession of alcohol within the
400 block of Frazee Ave.
11:13 P.M.
Israel K. lies. 27. of Bowling
Green. Ohio, was arrested
for criminal damaging and
disorderly conduct/unable to
care for self within the 200
block of E. Napoleon Road.
He was lodged in the Wood
County Justice Center.
11:26 P.M.
Abdulmonem Abdullatif A.
Aldarwish. 20. of Bowling
Green, was cited for nuisance party within the 900
block of Klotz Road.
11:42 P.M.
Joel A. Rider. 18, of Bowling

Jessica A. McComb. 19. of
Northwood. Ohio, were all
cited for open container at
Lot 2 downtown. Luda and
McCombs were also cited
for underage possession of
alcohol.

Green, was cited for open
container and underage/
under the influence of alcohol within the 300 block of
N. Summit St.
11:50 P.M.
Nathaniel L. David. 20, of
Edgerton, Ohio, was cited
for disorderly conduct/public urination within the 200
block of N. Main St.

12:48 A.M.
Sean P. Casey. 22. of
Maumee. Ohio, was cited
for open container within the
200 block of N. Main St.

11:53 P.M.
Alexa L Bigelow, 18. of
Sylvania, Ohio, was cited for
open container and underage possession of alcohol
within the 200 block of N.
Main St.

SAT.. DEC. 1
12:22 A.M.
Samuel L Meek. 25. of
Martin, Ohio; Taylor L. Luda,
20. of Curtice. Ohio; Shane
Michael Anthony Fleitz,
25. of Loveland. Ohio; and

1:25 A.M.
Logan Gale. 21. of Enon.
Ohio, was cited for disorderly
conduct/public urination
within the 200 block of N.
Main St.
2:24 A.M.
Charles R. Bennett 1.28. of
Sandusky, Ohio, was cited
for open container within the
100 block of N. Prospect St.

KATIE L0GSD0N i THE 6

performed this past weekend.

BGNEWS.COM

ARTSX
From Page 1

5% discount on all
1/2/3/bdrm apts till
12/31/12.
Check the Web for
pictures or call for a
showing.

this year," Peet said.
The event welcomed hundreds of guests throughout the night. Guests at the
event saw the theme expand
via a projector on the south
side of the Wolfe Center as
they entered the Fine Arts
Building for the event.
Along with student artwork, the event also allowed
some students to show off
their performance skills
through different scenes and
shows during the event.
Just inside, guests were
greeted by a group of dancers
and a number of exhibits and
student artists.
Past the entrance to ArtsX,
students like Derek Frey
offered guests the chance to
pick out their own images to
be screen printed on t-shirts.

ONLINE: Go to bgnews.com (or
me complete blotto list

CORRECTION
In the Nov. 30 issue of The BG
News, a story identified the ArtsX
even as taking place on Saturday
when it actually took place on
Friday. The News regrets the error.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has

3:46 A.M.
Complainant reported that

been made, call The BG News at

CAROL
"Reactions were pretty
consistent night to night."
LaRocque said. "Laughs in all
the right places."
While he couldn't say if the
shows were sold out LaRocque
said all five performances had
a "pretty packed house."
Senior Luke Sommer came
to Sunday's show to support a
former roommate.
"1 thought [the show] was
great," Sommer said. "1 was
pleasantly surprised."
Sommer's favorite part was
when the ghost of Christmases
yet to come emerged onto the
stage.
"It was really dark and it was
really ominous," he said.
Sommer also liked how

the performers were able to
transform the stage into multiple settings, such as Scrooge's
bedroom or the Crachit dining
room.
LaRocque praised the cast,
and said they met every challenge of the show, particularly
the carols.
"The cast did a really good
job tackling those songs," he
said. "They really knocked it
out of the park."
Baits further emphasized
the quality of the cast
"Ifs bittersweet; it feels good
to be done but I'm going to miss
the cast" Baits said. "This type of
cast doesn't come around often."
Batts, however, didn't forget
to mention the residing theme
of "A Christmas CaroL"
"It was about spreading
Christmas cheer and I love
that" he said.

The screen prints offered
guests to wear their artwork
instead of just carrying it
home with them.
"It's really cool to see the
finished product," Frey said.
"It's interesting to see it on
something like a t-shirt
instead of just seeing it on
paper."
Along with Peet and a
number of other student
artists, Frey's work was
up for sale at the annual
event. While Frey was hoping to make a sale on one or
more of his pieces of work,
he enjoys being involved
in the show regardless of
monetary payoff.
"The environment of it is
just awesome," Frey said. "It's
really good to be able to display everything finally."
Along with Frey and Peet,
fellow art student and glass
blower Richard Dobrzeniecki
displayed and sold his art-

work throughout the night.
Dobrzeniecki first got
involved in ArtsX three years
ago and keeps participating
because of the emotions it
stirs in him and the student
artist community.
"It's really fun, scary and
exciting at the same time,"
Dobrzeniecki said. "Our studio is our community, so it's
really good to see what everyone's been up to,"
Although each artist or
performer at ArtsX might be
showcasing something different every year, Dobrzeniecki
agrees with Frey and Peet
that it's just good to see their
work finally out in the open
for everyone to see.
While Peet's artwork may
take a great deal of concentration, ArtsX is an event that
proves that all of his spinning
on the wheel is paying off.
"It's just exhilarating," he
said.

419-572-6966.

From Page 1

JEFF LAR0CQUE. as Scrooge, and JJ Luster, as MaHey.' rehearse a scene from the play A Christmas Carol, which was

a male was taking off his
clothes and dancing in the
parking lot of a business
within the 1400 block of E.
Wooster St. When police
talked to the male, he said
the business wouldn't let
him use the bathroom so he
started "being silly."
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FORUM #
PEOPLE ON THE STREET
"Actually Oy
and sleep.'

RETWEETOFTHEWEEK
@TabitriaTimbroolc So proud to be a #BGSU student! The St Baldrick's event
toay is one example of the amazing hearts of our students! #BGSUinspires
Monday. CWbe. 3.2012 3

What are your tips for the last week of classes?

"Don'tfotget
to ear."

"Set aside pure
study time."

IT US AT

BGNEWS.COM
Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

PAXTON EDWARDS
Freshman,
Marketing

ADAMHYHES
Sophomore.
Exercise Science

ASHLEY FINTZ
Freshman,
Marketing

NATHAN TORRES
Sophomore,
Film Production

a question' Giw us your
feedback a( bgnews com.

Misunderstanding of church leads to
misguided hate, unjust stereotypes

THEBGNEWS PRESENTS

FALCON SCREECH
WHAT IS FALCON SCREECH?
FALCON SCREECH IS A SPECIAL ADDITION TO
MONDAYS FORUM SECTION. SUBMIT YOUR 100-WORD
RANT ANONYMOUSLY AT BGNEWS.COM OR YOU CAN
TWEET YOUR SCREECHES AT @FALCONSCREECH OR
WITH #FALCONSCREECH.
The Kappa Delta house not having heat. that's annoying!
-COLD SHOULDER
Drives me up the wall when people think it's kosher to
lay across fbuTseats in'Olstamp. Be mlrldfol of your
fellow falcons.

Both Congress and the media
are focusing a good deal of
attention on the "fiscal cliff," as
if it were the only item on the
public agenda.
Because news cycles aie ever
faster and our attention span
is ever smaller, perhaps now
would be an appropriate time
tc revisit the 1111S mandate.
This is the requirement that
health care indude provisions
for female surgical sterilizations, drugs and devices for
preventing pregnancy including abortion — drugs, as well as
"counseling and education" to
promote these to all females of
child-bearing years. This is an
issue that simply wont go away.
Similar to Roe v. Wade,
a determined group of
Americans keeps this issue
before the American people, no
doubt to the chagrin, annoyance and frustration of socalled "Progressives."
Leading the charge in this
effort and persistently remind-

ing the American people of
this issue is the American
Catholic hierarchy. And this
can trigger a certain amount
of anti-Catholic bias.
Some anti-Catholic prejudices spring from the misdeeds of a small number of
the clergy and their superiors
in the area of sexual abuse of
children and its cover up. To
the extent that guilt exists, it's
appropriate that the guilty be
removed and punished
But some use these crimes
as a very wide brush to paint
the entire Catholic Church. It
would be as if American history
were evaluated solely on the
basis of activities of southern
slave owners, Benedict Arnold,
the Ku Mux Klan and Senator
Joseph McCarthy.
Other areas of misunderstanding include the perception that the Church is
intruding on the private lives
of citizens. "Keep out of my
bedroom" seems to be the
catch phrase.
But what's forgotten — or
largely ignored — is the government's
heavy-handed
health care mandate that also
intrudes on peoples' lives.
By requiring adherence to

policies that deeply offend
the religious teachings of
many of its citizens, the government is intruding in their
conscience, which for many
is as intimate and off-limits
as their bedrooms.
Another area of misunderstanding involves the teachers of Church doctrine Some
object to celibate Catholic males
speaking on sexual ethics.
But a person's station or status in fife should have no bearing on the message he or she
conveys. If this were not true,
parents could never learn from
their children and a physician
would have to personally contract a disease in order to know
the proper treatment
Misunderstanding of the
church may be due to the difference in the roles of the clergy
and the laity. One of the tasks
of a Catholic bishop is to teach.
Indeed, they are viewed as
the authentic teachers in the
Church in faith and morals.
The role of the laity is to bring
these teachings into the public
square, be it the farm, campus,
office or factory floor.
In the past half-century,
the role of the laity has been
expanded and transformed.

No longer are we expected to
quietly sit in the church pew
for one hour per week and then
return home as if nothing had
ever occurred.
Still, other misunderstandings of the Church may be due
to a misinterpretation of its
role. The Catholic Church is
not primarily a social welfare
organization.
Although the Church invented the university and the hospital as is conceived in Western
society today, the primary job
of the Church is to bring its
message to the individual.
A change in the heart and
mind of the person is the
primary task.
There has and always will
be a certain amount of ill will
toward the Catholic Church.
If that's due to its teachings
and positions taken in the
areas of protecting the dignity of all people, then it should
be welcomed.
It's an indication that the
Church is fulfilling its mission.
The Church should truly be
counter-cultural.
->
v
Respond to Phlfat
lhenews@bgnews.com

-#LAY ON THE FLOOR
Hello, dear brother. This is me being straightforward: It
unnerves me that you keep noticing my every move. I
don't hate your guts, but I'm hoping that you'll look away,

Donate to charities that support your beliefs

get the hint and leave me alone. I don't know what drew
you to me, but you will never find in me what you need.
Don't yell! My friends and I are still rooting for you!
-STOP HURTING YOURSELF
It's scary to see people who drink to avoid facing reality.
It's even scarier when you know someone personally who
does such a thing. And it's absolutely heartbreaking when
you love this person. Please, for the sake of your friends,
family and myself, don't drink for the wrong reasons.
Drink to heighten your reality, not to drown it.
-SHOT OF SELF ESTEEM
I hate having to work on Sundays. People always
complain about Mondays, but when you work on
Sundays, you have to plan ahead and start your week
a day earlier. I can't wait for break so I can just lounge
around and watch football on the day of rest!
-WEEKEND'S END
I've got one of those exes who just won't go away. Everywhere .
I go. she's there and does what she can to get into my line of
vision. Here's a hint to you, darling you're not special. You can't
get under my skin. You just look pathetic Move on I have
-KEEP IT MOVING
When someone is puking their guts out, the last thing
they want is a big group of people surrounding them. If
someone is busy praising the porcelain god, leave them
alone in their prayers. They need a few minutes alone.
After all, no one wants to be seen in such a state.
-LET'EM BE
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spiritual and not physical.
While the clean-up over the
"miscommunication" may
seem sound. The Salvation
Army's past interference with
the gay rights movement is
very well known.
An article titled, "Why
You Shouldn't Donate to the
Salvation Army Bell Ringers"
on Bilerico.com, details several incidences of the Army
lobbying against LGBT rights,
including monetary support
for politicians. It includes a
personal story of discrimination when the author and a
former boyfriend were homeless and seeking aid from The
Salvation Army, who insisted
the couple would have to
break upbeforetheywouldbe
given assistance.
An in-depth version of
the story can be found at
NYTimes.com in the article
"Sounding Quiet Dissent
About a Holiday Perennial" by
Mark Oppenheimer.
According to the piece in
the Times, a now-deleted

Position Statement found
on The Salvation Army's
website once read "The
Salvation Army believes.. .that
Christians whose sexual orientation is primarily or exclusively same-sex are called
upon to embrace celibacy as a
way of life."
This position has been
replaced with a much more
inclusive statement where
the Army has distanced
both the U.S. and Australian
branches from the strongly
anti-gay comments made by
Major Craibe.
This backpedaling by The
Salvation Army to save face
is shameful and deceiving. Rather than owning up
to their anti-LGBT stance,
they hide behind the face of
a charity doing good (and
God's) work while clandestinely fighting against LGBT
equality.
Much like the Westboro
SeeSHUPE|Page4
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"The gift of giving is one of the most
important aspects of the holidays, but
we should ensure we're not giving to
the wrong hands."

ALEX ALUSHEFF, CITY EDITOR
LETTERS TO TO! BHTOt
Letters are general^ » be.feeet
dan 500 wonb. These xtusuafty
hrtspcmetrnciiMnttaiaonlhe
University's carpus of Ae&Mfag
GrcenafM. *

Bowling Green State University

(fc

The holiday season is characterized as a time of giving
rather than receiving, but
when donating to certain
charitable organizations, one
must remember that their
goodwill only extends so far.
For instance. The Salvation
Army is generally known for
ringing their bells outside of
shops, soliciting monetary
donations to aid those in
need, yet they also have a longrunning history of championing against LGBT-rights.
The mission statement of
the organization states that
The Salvation Army "is an
evangelical part of the universal Christian Church ...
to preach the gospel of lesus
Chris and to meet human
needs in His name without
discrimination."
While their message of aiding those in need sounds all
well and good in practice, they
seem to have deviated from
the latter part of their purpose.
"Salvation
Story:
Salvationist Handbook of

Doctrine," a manual which
is used to prepare incoming
members, describes "The
problem of evil" and includes
Romans 1:18-32 as an example. This Biblical passage
includes a vicious condemnation of practicing homosexuality and states "...those
who practise such things
deserve to die..."
In a recent interview, the
spokesman for Australian
Salvation Army, Major
Andrew Craibe, supported
the inclusion of that passage
explaining, " ... we have an
alignment to the Scriptures,
but that's our belief."
Since the story spread, The
Salvation Army has distanced
themselves from Craibe's
comment explaining they,
" Ibelieve] in the sanctity of all
human life ... " and consider
every person to be "a gift from
God to be cherished, nurtured
and preserved."
Spokesman Major Bruce
Harmer went on to say Craibe's
comment was "extremely
regrettable" and members do
"not believe and would never
endorse, a view that homosexual activity should result in
any form of physical punishment." clarifying the "death"
referred to in the passage was
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MEAGAN SMITH, WEB EDITOR

CHRISTINE KOHLER, DESIGN EDITOR
MOLLY MCFADWN, PHOTO EDITOR
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BLOTTER
THURS., NOV. 29
2:21 P.M.
Complainant reported that
a customer tried to use a
fraudulent check within the
1300 block of N Main St.
436 P.M.
Complainant reported a
theft within the lOOO block
of Third St.
11:19 P.M.
Austin Jullian Pyle. 19: and
Kyle C. Straube. 20. were
cited for nuisance party within the 400 block of Frazee
Ave.

FRI., NOV. 30
346 A.M.
Lawrence David Carmona. 34,
of Portage. Ohio, was cited for
assault near Eighth Street and
South College Drive.

11:35 A.M.
Complainant reported that
an ex-tenant damaged six
fire extinguishers and stole
one from an apartment
within the 400 block of S.
Main St. The total estimated
damage is $450.
1:34 P.M.
Complainant reported that
sometime during the night,
an unknown person stole a
Christmas decoration from
a residence within the 300
block of Pearl St. The decoration was valued at $30
2:41 P.M.
Complainant reported that
an unknown person stole
a stereo from a vehicle
within the 800 block of E.
Napoleon Road.
10:31 P.M.
Angel Lee Gonzales. 22. of
Findlay. Ohio, was cited for
open container of alcohol at

Lot 3 downtown.
11:01 P.M.
Rudolf Maximilien Wagnac.
20. of Bowling Green, was
cited for open container of
alcohol and underage possession of alcohol within the
400 block of Frazee Ave.
11:13 P.M.
Israel K. lies. 27. of Bowling
Green. Ohio, was arrested
for criminal damaging and
disorderly conduct/unable to
care for self within the 200
block of E. Napoleon Road.
He was lodged in the Wood
County Justice Center.
11:26 P.M.
Abdulmonem Abdullatif A.
Aldarwish. 20. of Bowling
Green, was cited for nuisance party within the 900
block of Klotz Road.
11:42 P.M.
Joel A. Rider. 18. of Bowling

Green, was cited for open
container and underage/
under the influence of alcohol within the 300 block of
N Summit St.

Jessica A. McComb. 19. of
Northwood. Ohio, were all
cited for open container at
Lot 2 downtown. Luda and
McCombs were also cited
for underage possession or

11:50 P.M.
Nathaniel L. David, 20. of
Edgerton. Ohio, was cited
for disorderly conduct/public urination within the 200
block of N. Main St.

alcohol.
12:48 A.M.
Sean P. Casey. 22, of
Maumee. Ohio, was cited
for open container within the
200 block of N Main St.

11:53 P.M.
Alexa L. Bigelow, 18, of
Sylvania, Ohio, was cited for
open container and underage possession of alcohol
within the 200 block of N.
Main St

SAT., DEC. 1
12:22 A.M.
Samuel L. Meek, 25. of
Martin. Ohio; Taylor L. Luda.
20, of Curtice. Ohio: Shane
Michael Anthony Fleitz,
25. of Loveland. Ohio; and

1:25 A.M.
Logan Gale, 21, of Enon.
Ohio, was cited for disorderly
conduct/public urination
within the 200 block of N.
Main St.
2:24 A.M.
Charles R. Bennett I, 28, of
Sandusky, Ohio, was cited
for open container within the
100 block of N. Prospect St.
3:46 A.M.
Complainant reported that
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ARTSX
From Page l

5% discount on all
1/2/3/bdrm apts till
12/31/12.
Check the Web for
pictures or call for a
showing.

this year," Peet said.
The event welcomed hundreds of guests throughout the night. Guests at the
event saw the theme expand
via a projector on the south
side of the Wolfe Center as
they entered the Fine Arts
Building for the event.
Along with student artwork, the event also allowed
some students to show off
their performance skills
through different scenes and
shows during the event.
Just inside, guests were
greeted by a group of dancers
and a number of exhibits and
student artists.
Past the entrance to ArtsX,
students like Derek Frey
offered guests the chance to
pick out their own images to
be screen printed on t-shirts.

ONLINE: Go to bgnewscom for
the complete blotter fist

CORRECTION
In the Nov. 30 issue of The BG
News, a story identified the ArtsX
even as taking place on Saturday
when it actually took place on
Friday. The News regrets the error.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News at
419-372-6966.

"Reactions were pretty
consistent night to night,"
LaRocque said. "Laughs in all
the right places."
While he couldn't say if the
shows were sold out, LaRocque
said all five performances had
a "pretty packed house."
Senior Luke Sommer came
to Sunday's show to support a
former roommate.
"I thought |the show] was
great," Sommer said. "I was
pleasantly surprised."
Sommer's favorite part was
when the ghost of Christmases
yet to come emerged onto the
stage.
"It was really dark and it was
really ominous," he said.
Sommer also liked how

The screen prints offered
guests to wear their artwork
instead of just carrying it
home with them.
"It's really cool to see the
finished product," Frey said.
"It's interesting to see it on
something like a t-shirt
instead of just seeing it on
paper."
Along with Peet and a
number of other student
artists, Frey's work was
up for sale at the annual
event. While Frey was hoping to make a sale on one or
more of his pieces of work,
he enjoys being involved
in the show regardless of
monetary payoff.
"The environment of it is
just awesome," Frey said. "It's
really good to be able to display everything finally."
Along with Frey and Peet,
fellow art student and glass
blower Richard Dobrzeniecki
displayed and sold his art-

work throughout the night.
Dobrzeniecki first got
involved in ArtsX three years
ago and keeps participating
because of the emotions it
stirs in him and the student
artist community.
"It's really fun, scary and
exciting at the same time,"
Dobrzeniecki said. "Our studio is our community, so it's
really good to see what everyone's been up to,"
Although each artist or
performer at ArtsX might be
showcasing something different every year, Dobrzeniecki
agrees with Frey and Peet
that it's just good to see their
work finally out in the open
for everyone to see.
While Peet's artwork may
take a great deal of concentration, ArtsX is an event that
proves that all of his spinning
on the wheel is paying off.
"It's just exhilarating," he
said.

From Page 1
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JEFF LAR0CQUE. as Scrooge, and 11 Luster, as Marley rehearse a scene from the play A Christmas Carol, which was

a male was taking off his
clothes and dancing in the
parking lot of a business
within the 1400 block of E.
Wooster St. When police
talked to the male, he said
the business wouldn't let
him use the bathroom so he
started "being silly"

the performers were able to
transform the stage into multiple settings, such as Scrooge's
bedroom or the Crachit dining
room.
LaRocque praised the cast,
and said they met every challenge of the show, particularly
the carols.
"The cast did a really good
job tackling those songs," he
said. "They really knocked it
out of the park."
Batts further emphasized
the quality of the cast
"It's bittersweet; it feels good
to be done but I'm going to miss
the oast," Batts said. "This type of
cast doesn't come around often."
Batts, however, didn't forget
to mention the residing theme
of "A Christmas CaroL"
"It was about spreading
Christmas cheer and 1 love
that," he said.
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CALL FOR DEPOSIT SPECIALS!

C KEEN BRIAR, INC.

www.greenbriarrentals.com

(419)352-0717
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RETWEETOFTHEWEEK
@TabithaTtmbrook: So proud to be a #BGSU student! The St. Baldrick's event
toay is one example of the amazing hearts of our students! #BGSUinspires
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET What are your tips for the last week of classes?
"Dan't forget
to eat

"Actually try
and sleep."

"Set aside pure
study time."

"Don't
procrastinate.
Keep priorities
in check"

^VISlTUSAT

BGNEWS.COM
Have your own lake on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

PAXTOH EDWARDS
Freshman,
Marketing

ASHLEY FINTZ
Freshman,
Marketing

ADAMHYNES
Sophomore,
Exercise Science

NATHAH TORRES
Sophomore,
Film Production

a question' Give us your
feedback at bgnews com.

Misunderstanding of church leads to
misguided hate, unjust stereotypes
MAN
THAT REALLY

LAYS ON

COUCH
THEBGNEWS PRESENTS

FALCON SCREECH
WHAT IS FALCON SCREECH?
FALCON SCREECH IS A SPECIAL ADDITION TO
MONDAY'S FORUM SECTION. SUBMIT YOUR 100-WORD
RANT ANONYMOUSLY AT BGNEWS.COM OR YOU CAN
TWEET YOUR SCREECHES AT @FALCONSCREECH OR
WITH #FALCONSCREECH.
The Kappa Delta house not having heat... that's annoying!
-COLD SHOULDER
Drives me up the wall when people think it's kosher to
lay across four seats in Olscamp. Be mindful of your
fellow falcons.
-#LAY ON THE FLOOR
Hello, dear brother. This is me being straightforward: It
unnerves me that you keep noticing my every move. I
don't hate your guts, but I'm hoping that you'll look away,
get the hint and leave me alone. I don't know what drew
you to me. but you will never find in me what you need.
Don't yell! My friends and I are still rooting for you!
-STOP HURTING YOURSELF
It's scary to see people who drink to avoid facing reality.
It's even scarier when you know someone personally who
does such a thing. And it's absolutely heartbreaking when
you love this person. Please, for the sake of your friends,
family and myself, don't drink for the wrong reasons.
Drink to heighten your reality, not to drown it.
-SHOT OF SELF ESTEEM
I hate having to work on Sundays. People always
complain about Mondays, but when you work on
Sundays, you have to plan ahead and start your week
a day earlier. I can't wait for break so I can just lounge
around and watch football on the day of rest!
-WEEKEND'S END
I've got one of those exes who just won't go away. Everywhere .
I go, she's there and does what she can to get into my line of
vision. Here's a hint to you. darling: you're not special. You can't
get under my skia You just look pathetic. Move on I have.
-KEEP IT MOVING
When someone is puking their guts out, the last thing
they want is a big group of people surrounding them. If
someone is busy praising the porcelain god, leave them
alone in their prayers. They need a few minutes alone.
After all, no one wants to be seen in such a state.
-LET'EM BE

THEBGNEWS
MAX FILBY, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 454051 Phone: (419) 572-6956
Email: thenews(i>bgnews.com
Website: http://www.bgnews.com
Advertising 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 572-2606

Both Congress and the media
are focusing a good deal of
attention on the "fiscal cliff," as
if it were the only item on the
public agenda.
Because news cycles are ever
faster and our attention span
is ever smaller, perhaps now
would be an appropriate time
tc revisit the 1II IS mandate.
This is the requirement that
health care include provisions
for female surgical sterilizations, drugs and devices for
preventing pregnancy including abortion — drugs, as well as
"counseling and education" to
promote these to all females of
child-bearing years. This is an
issue that simply won't go away.
Similar to Roe v. Wade,
a determined group of
Americans keeps this issue
before the American people, no
doubt to the chagrin, annoyance and frustration of soi aDed "Progressives."
Leading the charge in this
effort and persistently remind-

ing the American people of
this issue is the American
Catholic hierarchy. And this
can trigger a certain amount
of anti-Catholic bias.
Some anti-Catholic prejudices spring from the misdeeds of a small number of
the clergy and their superiors
in the area of sexual abuse of
children and its cover up. To
the extent that guilt exists, it's
appropriate that the guilty be
removed and punished.
But some use these crimes
as a very wide brush to paint
the entire Catholic Church. It
would be as if American history
were evaluated solely on the
basis of activities of southern
slave owners, Benedict Arnold,
the Ku Iflux Klan and Senator
Joseph McCarthy.
Other areas of misunderstanding include the perception that the Church is
intruding on the private lives
of citizens. "Keep out of my
bedroom" seems to be the
catch phrase.
But what's forgotten — or
largely ignored — is the government's
heavy-handed
health care mandate that also
intrudes on peoples' lives.
By requiring adherence to

policies that deeply offend
the religious teachings of
many of its citizens, the government is intruding in their
conscience, which for many
is as intimate and off-limits
as their bedrooms.
Another area of misunderstanding involves the teachers of Church doctrine. Some
object (o celibate Catholic males
speaking on sexual ethics.
But a person's station or status in life should have no bearing on the message he or she
conveys. If this were not true,
parents could never learn from
their children and a physician
would have to personally contract a disease in order to know
the proper treatment.
Misunderstanding of the
church may be due to the difference in the roles of the clergy
and the laity. One of the tasks
of a Catholic bishop is to teach.
Indeed, they are viewed as
the authentic teachers in the
Church in faith and morals.
The role of the laity is to bring
these teachings into the public
square, be it the farm, campus,
office or factory floor.
In the past half-century,
the role of the laity has been
expanded and transformed.

No longer are we expected to
quietly sit in the church pew
for one hour per week and then
return home as if nothing had
ever occurred.
Still, other misunderstandings of the Church may be due
to a misinterpretation of its
role. The Catholic Church is
not primarily a social welfare
organization.
Although the Church invented the university and the hospital as is conceived in VAfestem
society today, the primary job
of the Church is to bring its
message to the individual.
A change in the heart and
mind of the person is the
primary task.
There has and always will
be a certain amount of ill will
toward the Catholic Church.
If that's due to its teachings
and positions taken in the
areas of protecting the dignity of all people, then it should
be welcomed.
It's an indication that the
Church is fulfilling its mission.
The Church should truly be
counter-cultural.

Respond to Phitat
thenews@bgnews.com

Donate to charities that support your beliefs

The holiday season is characterized as a time of giving
rather than receiving, but
when donating to certain
charitable organizations, one
must remember that their
goodwill only extends so far.
For instance, The Salvation
Army is generally known for
ringing their bells outside of
shops, soliciting monetary
donations to aid those in
need, yet they also have a longrunning history of championing against LGBT-rights.
The mission statement of
the organization states that
The Salvation Army "is an
evangelical part of the universal Christian Church ...
to priiich the gospel of lesus
Chris and to meet human
needs in His name without
discrimination."
While their message of aiding those in need sounds all
well and good in practice, they
seem to have deviated from
the latter part of their purpose.
"Salvation
Story:
Salvationist Handbook of

DANAE KING, CAMPUS EDITOR
ALEX ALUSHEFF. CITY EDITOR
TYLER BUCHANAN, IN FOCUS EDITOR
ERIN COX, SOCIAL MEDIA EDITOR
MEAGAN SMITH, WEB EDITOR
STEPHAN REED, FORUM EDITOR
ETHAN EASTERWOOD. SPORTS EDITOR
TARA KELLER, PULSE EDITOR
BRIHALLER. COPY CHIEF
CHRISTINE KOHLER, DESIGN EDITOR
MOLLY MCFADOIN, PHOTO EDITOR

Doctrine," a manual which
is used to prepare incoming
members, describes "The
problem of evil" and includes
Romans 1:18-32 as an example. This Biblical passage
includes a vicious condemnation of practicing homosexuality and states "...those
who practise such things
deserve to die..."
In a recent interview, the
spokesman for Australian
Salvation Army, Major
Andrew Craibe, supported
the inclusion of that passage
explaining, " ... we have an
alignment to the Scriptures,
but that's our belief."
Since the story spread, The
Salvation Army has distanced
themselves from Craibe's
comment explaining they,
"Ibelieve) in the sanctity of all
human life ..." and consider
every person to be "a gift from
God to be cherished, nurtured
and preserved."
Spokesman Major Bruce
Harmer went on to say Craibe's
comment was "extremely
regrettable" and members do
"not believe and would never
endorse, a view that homosexual activity should result in
any form of physical punishment." clarifying the "death"
referred to in the passage was

"The gift of giving is one of the most
important aspects of the holidays, but
we should ensure we're not giving to
the wrong hands."
spiritual and not physical.
While the clean-up over the
"miscommunication" may
seem sound, The Salvation
Army's past interference with
the gay rights movement is
very well known.
An article titled, "Why
You Shouldn't Donate to the
Salvation Army Bell Ringers"
on Bilerico.com, details several incidences of the Army
lobbying against LGBT rights,
including monetary support
for politicians. It includes a
personal story of discrimination when the author and a
former boyfriend were homeless and seeking aid from The
Salvation Army, who insisted
the couple would have to
break up before they would be
given assistance.
An in-depth version of
the story can be found at
NYTimes.com in the article
"Sounding Quiet Dissent
About a Holiday Perennial" by
Mark Oppenheimer.
According to the piece in
the Times, a now-deleted

Position Statement found
on The Salvation Army's
website once read "The
Salvation Army believes.. .that
Christians whose sexual orientation is primarily or exclusively same-sex are called
upon to embrace celibacy as a
way of life.1'
This position has been
replaced with a much more
inclusive statement where
the Army has distanced
both the U.S. and Australian
branches from the strongly
anti-gay comments made by
Major Craibe.
This backpedaling by The
Salvation Army to save face
is shameful and deceiving. Rather than owning up
to their anti-LGBT stance,
they hide behind the face of
a charity doing good (and
God's) work while clandestinely fighting against LGBT
equality.
Much like the Westboro
SeeSHUPE|Page4
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Israeli military action is detrimental to peace
^jj^^
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IAN ZULICK

||

COLUMNIST

Every time I watch the
news, I cringe looking over
the atrocities committed
in foreign countries and
in the U.S.
I consider myself lucky
to live in a country where
wholesale slaughter does
not affect me on a daily
basis. The recent invasion
of Gaza fills me with so
much bile, I can scarcely
articulate my disgust for
the actions of the Israeli
government.
This conflict has been
raging since Israel was
established by the U.N.
and became a sovereign
state in 1948. The vast
majority of the Israeli
population, from an ethnic standpoint, is comprised of the descendants of European Jewish
peoples displaced by the
Holocaust.
The enormous influx of
Jewish immigrants from
Europe displaced many
of the middle-eastern
Muslims and Jews who
had been living in that
area for nearly a thousand years. This immigration was more or less
forced on the native
inhabitants of what is

now Israel by the U.N.
and, as such, created an
atmosphere of hostility.
This has led to many
wars since the early 1950s,
from all of which, Israel
has emerged victorious.
However, much of the
conflict that surrounds
Israel's modern history is
due to their refusal to recognize Palestinian sovereignty. There have been
attacks from both sides in
an especially embattled
location called the Gaza
Strip which is located in
Palestine and has been
fought over for years now.
Almost as vicious, is the
debate about which side
has the moral high ground
in this dilemma. There
has been killing on both
sides for so long. Many
rank and file citizens of
Israel and Palestine simply want peace.
Bertrand Russell made
this point very clear when
he said, "War does not
determine who is right,
only who is left." But what
makes me the most indignant is how a nation that
was founded because of so
much senseless slaughter,
can now itself succumb to
violence by sending tanks
and bombs into Gaza that
kill innocent women and
children.
Ironically, the rise of the
Ultra-nationalistic Zionist
movement in Israel has

created a sinister blend
of God and country not
at all unlike that of Nazi
Germany before WWII.
For example, certain
members of the Israeli
Zionist movement have
suggested instituting tests
to see who is a "real Jew"
and who is not.
To me, that sounds an
awfully lot like the sort of
purist soul-searching that
took place in Germany
just before WWII.
It is important, however, to establish that the
Israeli people are by no
means monolithic in this
regard. In fact, many
members of the Israeli
parliament have openly
stated that Israel's refusal to recognize Palestine
is what is at the heart of
these continued hostilities. Sadly, this attitude of
ultra-nationalism, justified by the teachings of a
particular religion (in this
case, an interpretation
of Judaism), has become
a proverbial Manifest
Destiny for the 21st century. Israel continues to
encroach on Palestinian
land and has surrounded
the territory with military
force, effectively turning
Palestine into a ghetto.
Many in the United
States blame Palestine for
launching missile attacks
into Israel, but, what I
fear many fail to remem-

ber, is that the nation of
Israel was forced on these
peoples' ancestors by
European powers who felt
that something had to be
done to make up for their
ineffectiveness at preventing the rise of Hitler and
the Holocaust.
The
Israelis
and
Palestinians are both
proud people and want
justice for themselves in
any resolution that will
be achieved, but figures
like Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu and
the terrorist organization
Hezbollah seem to believe
that war is the only way to
achieve lasting peace.
To be blunt, implicit in
this method of pacification is the utter destruction of a whole people and
culture. Despite all of this,
I believe that humanity
has come far enough to
see this for what it is. We
must end the myth that
suggests that Israel might
be in the wrong morally to
be somehow a metaphor
for anti-Semitism.
We must realize that
fascism is not exclusive to
Europe and that being the
victim of violence does
not absolve any person or
nation of aggressive violent acts.

Respond to Ian at
thenews@bgnews com
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Baptist Church (infamous for
the slogan "God Hates Fags"),
The Salvation Army hypocritically claims to be campainging
kindness and Christian morals
toward all yet discriminates
and perpetuates inequality toward LGBT individuals.
The only difference between
Westboro and The Army is
they prefer to keep their prejudices less public. •■""•■»■«"'
While The Salvation Army
does some great work in helping those in need, there are
plenty of other charitable
organizations that do the
same work without prejudice.
Goodwill provides many ser-
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vices like The Salvation Army
and extends its focus to include
the disabled and unemployed
while Doctors Without Borders
provides medical and emergency relief all over the world
and Habitat for Humanity provides assistance to the homeless. The gift of giving is one
of the most important aspects
of the holidays, but we should
ensure we're not giving to the
wrong hands.
Research the charities you
plan to donate to and make
sure therr rMftrb align wfth
your own and the contributions you make are being used
for a benevolent end.

Respond to Kyle at
thenews9bgnews.com
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WE HAVE UMTS READY
FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!

. •

Comfortable 1 & 2 bedroom apartments
Located @ Clough and Mercer
Visit our model unit
419.352.0164
www.universityapartments.us

Listings Available On-Line
www.Johnnewloverealestate.com
319 E. Woostcr Street, Bowling Green, OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260
Hours- Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00

online at
bgnews.
com!
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DECENBER 3 AT 7:30PM
Bowen-Thompson Student Union 308
General meetings
are open to the public.
Come and learn about what
USG is working on

Condominius * Storage • Studios/^^H

Worth
Every
Schilling
Now Renting Spring 13
Students check out Shamrock Studios

If you have any direct
questions/concerns please contact:
PRESIDENT | ALEX SOUS
asolis@>falcon.bgsu.edu

BGSU Stall and Coaches check out
Shamrock Village Condominiums and Townhomes

VICE PRESIDENT | DAVID NEELY
dneely@falcon.bgsu.edu
SPEAKER | MELISSA DZIENNY
m4zienn9falcon.bgsu.edu
Storage available, rented by the month!

USG Undergraduate
Student Government
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MIKE REED

*HF

PAIGE PENROD. senior, digs a serve during a home match from earlier in the season
MKEBHD ! THFKNFWS

LIMDSEY Bill I tRFIELD junior, prepares for a serve in a match earlier in the season
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Named to the ail-tournament
team for kills

bracketbusted
Volleyball falls to top-ranked Penn State to end best season since 1991

Named to first team All-MAC
BrMaxHouMhoUar
Reporter

MIKE DIED l IHfRiNFWS

ASHLEY DUHH junior, serves a bat to the opponent in a match at the Sffoh
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>rH most dig leader in

BGSU history (1.469)

The lit, volleyball team held i iff defeat for one night,
but could not overcome the nation's No. 1 team
Penn State on their home floor. BG captured the
school's first ever NCAA tournament victory beating Yale 16-25,25-15,25-21,13-25,15-11 Friday night
In the Yale match, BG managed to overcome a 9-7
deficit in the fifth set and go on an 8-2 run to dose
out the Bulldogs 15-11. With the win. the Falcons
continued their expertise in five set matches as they
have gone an impressive 9-1 in matches ending with
afifthset
Leading the way for the Falcons was Paige
Pennid, who had a team high 16 kills and 13 digs.
The Falcons had three players (Penrod, Leah
Shaw, Lindsey K u 11 er field) that finished with double-digit kills while libero Ashley Dunn led the
team with 24 digs.
On Saturday, the Falcons had the pleasure of taking on the number one team in the nation in Penn
State on their home floor. Although the Falcons
had a lot of momentum riding from the previous
nights' matchup with Yale, Penn State proved to the
Falcons why they are the nation's best team.
The Falcons had Just l8kUUlbrthenfarchandhit
.000 percent as a result of 18 attack errors. Penn State
dominated BG in every statistical category as they

had 19 more digs, six more kills and an advantage
on blocks 65 to just 3 for the Falcons.
The final tally was Penn State 25-15,25-12,25-15.
The only time the Falcons hung tight was in the first
set when they trailed 17-14 and in the third when
the match was tied at 10. The Falcons had just one
player with double-digit kills as Danielle Torryan
had 11; the next closest was Pernod who added live.

Even with the loss to Penn State, the Falcons have
much to be proud of in this 2011-2012 campaign. BG
finished wftha22-ll record on the season anda 13-3
mark in the MAC which put them at second overall
in the conference.
BG will also be known as MAC tournament
champions as they beat Northern Illinois in five sets
to capture the MAC tournament championship.
They also set out this week under the mindset that
they would be the first Falcon team to win an NCAA
tournament game and they achieved their goal in
beating Yale Friday night.
The Falcons again should be a force to be reckoned with next year as they return a bulk of their
roster with players like MAC tournament MVP Paige
Penrod and Ashley Dunn who led the team in digs.
The Falcons will lose four seniors in Kari Galen,
Lauren Mizgal.ski, Cassie Beming and Leah Shaw
who was a vital part of BG's blocking attack this
season with 119 on the year.

Penguins freeze BG
in offensive struggle
Falcons face 1-75 rival Wright State on Monday
By AUx Krcmpaiky
Reporter

The Falcons came up short to the
Youngstown State Penguins on
Saturday as they fell 58-49.
The "dynamic duo" of seniors
A'uston Calhoun and Jordan
Crawford did their best to
takedown the Penguins, but
their effort alone did not suffice. Calhoun had 12 points and
Crawford had 16 in the loss on
Saturday. Crawford only scored
two points in the first, but made
up for it with 14 in the second
half, which he hit four of his five
free-throw attempts.
The three other starting players, junior Cameron Black, senior
Luke Kraus and sophomore
Chauncey Orr, did not score any
points in the game and did not
record any offensive rebounds.
Youngstown State dominated
on defense with 31 defensive

SPORTS
BRIEF
Falcons receive bid for
spot in Military Bowl
It was announced Sunday night that the
BGSU football team accepted a bid for the
Military Bowl in Washington, DC. December
27. They will face the San Jose State Spartans
of the Western Athletic Conference.
This is the first bowl for the Fakons since
the 2009 Humanitarian Bowl in Boise, Idaho,
in which they were defeated 43-42 in a last
second touchdown by the Idaho Vandals. This
is also the tenth all-time bowl game for BG
BG is one of seven teams from the
MAC to accept a bowl bid, which is a new
conference record.
The MAC West will send four teams to a
bowl, including Central Michigan to the Little

rebounds and only allowed BG
to recover 12 offensive rebounds.
A'uston Calhoun led either
team with eight points in the first
half and both teams struggled
to score with the halftime score
being 23-17. Calhoun was heavily
double-teamed by Youngstown
State and all of their opponents
this season, which prevented
him from scoring more and being
more dominant this season.
"Some of our shots were good,
some of the shots were tough
and some were forced or rushed.
I know on my part, I rushed a
few shots," Calhoun said. "Its
just tough. Some games are like
this... You have to push through,
but unfortunately this afternoon
we just didn't do it."
The Falcons were held to 31
percent shooting on the day and
See HOOPS | Page 6

Caesar's Pizza Bowl in Detroit. Ball State to
the 8eef 0' Brady's Bowl in St Petersburg.
Fla., Toledo to the Famous Idaho Potato Bowl
in Boise. Idaho and Northern Illinois to the
Discover Orange Bowl in Miami. NIU will be
the first team in conference history to represent the MAC in a BG bowl.
The MAC East will send three teams including BG to the Military Bowl. Kent State to the
GoDaddy.com Bowl in Mobile, Ala. and Ohio
to the Independence Bowl in Shreveport, La
Tickets for the BGSU section will be $10
through Dec. 12 but will be 120 anytime after
that. Student tickets will only be tS and sales
will begin Monday at 8:50 a.m. through the
BGSU Ticket Office, via the Stroh Center
or by calling 877-BGSU-TICKET. according
to the BGSU Athletic Department's official
Facebook page.
The game is slated for a 3 pin. kkkoff on
December 27 and will be broadcasted nationally on ESPN.

KATIE L0GSOON , THE 3C WAS

JASMINE MATTHEWS dribbles past Colorado State's Kara Spotton for a basket during the Fakons' 71-49 victory over the Rams on Saturday.

Falcons send Colorado State hiking after blowout
Halfhill earns first career double-double and sets career high 13 rebounds
The BG News Sports Staff

The women's basketball team got
on board early and rolled over
Colorado State on Saturday 71-49.
The game started and it was all
BG early as the Falcons scored
the first 15 points of the game
before the Rams made a bucket
with 11:05 on the clock.
Jillian Halfhill, a junior point
guard, led the Falcons, earning
her first career double-double
while breaking her career high
in rebounds with 13.
Halfhill scored 10 points as
freshman Miriam Justinger led
the way in points with 12 points.
Justinger got hot and scored
all of her points in a 10 minute
span. Junior Jill Stein and sophomore Jasmine Matthews also
scored double-digits with 11 and
10 respectively.
"We wanted to come out
strong the first half," Matthews
said. "We wanted to come out

really aggressive and play really
strong team defense and we did.
That is how we were able to
put the game away earlier than
expected."
Colorado State moves to 2-4,
earning its third straight loss.
The Rams also lost to Toledo
in a much closer contest 66-62.
The Rams had just traveled
from Los Angeles and showed
their jet lag early.
"I was extremely nervous about
Colorado State's size," Head
Coach Jennifer Roos said. "We
were a diminutive team staturewise. They could start 6'2", 6'2",
6'0" so we really emphasized to
our kids that we had to do a good
job on the glass."
At halftime, the Falcons were
leading the Rams in rebounds
by double-digits despite the disparity in size 28-13. The team
finished the game outrebounding the Rams 48-31 with 20
offensive boards.

Colorado State was led by
Caitlin Duffy who led both
teams in scoring, earning herself 15 points off the bench. The
bench led the way for the Rams
as the starting five accumulated
two points, while the Falcons
starters earned 24.
The Rams were never able to
catch up after the early deficit,
making four field goals in the
entire first half. The Falcons
led by as many as 26 points
before finishing the game
winning by 22.
The freshmen played a key
role in closing out the game as
Bailey Cairnduff and Justinger
scored the Falcons final 13
points of the game, including
Justinger's streak.
The win marks BG's second
home win of the year as the
Falcons move to 4-3. The team
will conclude it's three-game
homestand against Butler on
Wednesday 7 p.m.
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Israeli military action is detrimental to peace
WW

COLUMNIST

Every time I watch the
news, I cringe looking over
the atrocities committed
in foreign countries and
in the U.S.
I consider myself lucky
to live in a country where
wholesale slaughter does
not affect me on a daily
basis. The recent invasion
of Gaza fills me with so
much bile, I can scarcely
articulate my disgust for
the actions of the Israeli
government.
This conflict has been
raging since Israel was
established by the U.N.
and became a sovereign
state in 1948. The vast
majority of the Israeli
population, from an ethnic standpoint, is comprised of the descendants of European Jewish
peoples displaced by the
Holocaust.
The enormous influx of
Jewish immigrants from
Europe displaced many
of the middle-eastern
Muslims and lews who
had been living in that
area for nearly a thousand years. This immigration was more or less
forced on the native
inhabitants of what is

now Israel by the U.N.
and, as such, created an
atmosphere of hostility.
This has led to many
wars since the early 1950s,
from all of which, Israel
has emerged victorious.
However, much of the
conflict that surrounds
Israel's modern history is
due to their refusal to recognize Palestinian sovereignty. There have been
attacks from both sides in
an especially embattled
location called the Gaza
Strip which is located in
Palestine and has been
fought over for years now.
Almost as vicious, is the
debate about which side
has the moral high ground
in this dilemma. There
has been killing on both
sides for so long. Many
rank and file citizens of
Israel and Palestine simply want peace.
Bertrand Russell made
this point very clear when
he said, "War does not
determine who is right,
only who is left." But what
makes me the most indignant is how a nation that
was founded because of so
much senseless slaughter,
can now itself succumb to
violence by sending tanks
and bombs into Gaza that
kill innocent women and
children.
Ironically, the rise of the
Ultra-nationalistic Zionist
movement in Israel has

ber, is that the nation of
Israel was forced on these
peoples' ancestors by
European powers who felt
that something had to be
done to make up for their
ineffectiveness at preventing the rise of Hitler and
the Holocaust.
The
Israelis
and
Palestinians are both
proud people and want
justice for themselves in
any resolution that will
be achieved, but figures
like Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu and
the terrorist organization
Hezbollah seem to believe
that war is the only way to
achieve lasting peace.
To be blunt, implicit in
this method of pacification is the utter destruction of a whole people and
culture. Despite all of this,
I believe that humanity
has come far enough to
see this for what it is. We
must end the myth that
suggests that Israel might
be in the wrong morally to
be somehow a metaphor
for anti-Semitism.
We must realize that
fascism is not exclusive to
Europe and that being the
victim of violence does
not absolve any person or
nation of aggressive violent acts.

created a sinister blend
of God and country not
at all unlike that of Nazi
Germany before WWII.
For example, certain
members of the Israeli
Zionist movement have
suggested instituting tests
to see who is a "real lew"
and who is not.
To me, that sounds an
awfully lot like the sort of
purist soul-searching that
took place in Germany
just before WWII.
It is important, however, to establish that the
Israeli people are by no
means monolithic in this
regard.
In fact, many
members of the Israeli
parliament have openly
stated that Israel's refusal to recognize Palestine
is what is at the heart of
these continued hostilities. Sadly, this attitude of
ultra-nationalism, justified by the teachings of a
particular religion (in this
case, an interpretation
of Judaism), has become
a proverbial Manifest
Destiny for the 21st century. Israel continues to
encroach on Palestinian
land and has surrounded
the territory with military
force, effectively turning
Palestine into a ghetto.
Many in the United
States blame Palestine for
launching missile attacks
into Israel, but, what I
fear many fail to remem-
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Respond to Ian at
thenews@bgnews.com

We currently have a few positions open
for weekly writers and cartoonists. If you

ill I I IfVflNI^ I ^ AM 1 are interested in voicing your opinion,
either through column writing or
drawing, contact us soon!

CARTOONISTS

Email: thenews@bgnews.com

Phone:419-572-6966
Season's fromGreetings

STOF

UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE &
UNIVERSITY
COURTS

by our office &
pick up the
New Listings!

MEETS TONIGHT!
DECENBER 3 AT 7:30PM
Bowen-Thompson Student Union 308
General meetings
are open to the public.
Come and learn about what
USG is working on

^fo Shamrock Village <afe
Condominius • Storage • Studios
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Students check out Shamrock Studios
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BGSU Staff and Coaches check out
Shamrock Village Condominiums and Townhomes

VICE PRESIDENT | DAVID NEELY
dneely@falcon.bgsu.edu
SPEAKER | MELISSA DZIENNY
mdzienn@falcon.bgsu.edu
Storage available, rented by the monthl

USG Undergraduate
Student Government
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To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve.
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
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From Page 3
Baptist Church (infamous for
the slogan "God Hates Fags"),
The Salvation Army hypocritically claims to be campainging
kindness and Christian morals
toward all, yet discriminates
and perpetuates inequality toward LGBT individuals.
The only difference between
Westboro and The Army is
they prefer to keep their prejudices less public.
While The Salvation Army
does some great work in helping those in need, there are
plenty of other charitable
organizations that do the
same work without prejudice.
Goodwill provides many ser-

Respond to Kyle at
thenews@bgnews. com

Come
check us
, online at

BBB
Chock Us Out
On Facebook!

vices like The Salvation Army
and extends its focus to include
the disabled and unemployed
while Doctors Without Borders
provides medical and emergency relief all over the world
and Habitat for Humanity provides assistance to the homeless. The gift of giving is one
of the most important aspects
of the holidays, but we should
ensure we're not giving to the
wrong hands.
Research the charities you
plan to donate to and make
sure their mrfrab align with
your own and the contributions you make are being used
for a benevolent end.

bgnews.
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in Good Locations!
Available for 2013-2014

319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling I irr.n. OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE (4191 354-2260
Hours- Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00

1

2

5

Listings Available On-Line
www.Johnnewloverealestate.com

If you have any direct
quest ions/concerns please contact:
PRESIDENT | ALEX SOUS
asolis@falcon.bgsu.edu

6 8

2 4

WE HAVE UNITS READY
FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!

USG

Undergraduate Sludenl Government

6

3

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.

Your Home Away
from Home

Comfortable 1 & 2 bedroom apartments
Located @ Clough and Mercer
Visit our model unit
419.352.0164
www.universityapartments.us
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PAIGE
PENROD
MAC Tournament
MVP
Named to first
team All-MAC

MIKf REED
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PAIGE PENROD, senior, digs a seive during a home match from earlier m ihe season.
MIKEWEO

THE BO WWS

LINDSEY BUTTERFIELD. junior, prepares for a serve in a match earlier in the season

LINDSEY BUTTEREIELD
Named to the all-tournament
team for kills

bracketbusted
Volleyball falls to top-ranked Penn State to end best season since 1991

Named to first team All-MAC
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ASHLEY DUNN juno*. serves a bail to the opponent in a match at the Stroh

ASHLEY DUNN
■ Led team in digs. 24
■ 3rd most dig leader in
BGSU history (1.469)

ByMaxHouwhokW
Reporter

The BG volleyball team held off defeat for one night,
but could not overcome the nation's No. 1 team
Penn State on their home floor. BG captured the
school's first ever NCAA tournament victory beating Yale 16-25,25-15,25-21.13-25,15-11 Friday night.
In the Yale match, BG managed to overcome a 9-7
deficit in the fifth set and go on an 8-2 run to close
out the Bulldogs 15-11. With the win, the Falcons
continued their expertise in five set matches as they
have gone an impressive 9-1 in matches ending with
a fifth set
Leading the way for the Falcons was Paige
Penrod. who had a team high 16 kills and 13 digs.
The Falcons had three players (Penrod, Leah
Shaw, Lindsey Butterfield) that finished with double-digit kills while libero Ashley Dunn led the
team with 24 digs.
On Saturday, the Falcons had the pleasure of taking on the number one team in the nation in Penn
State on their home floor. Although the Falcons
had a lot of momentum riding from the previous
nights' matchup with Yale, Penn State proved to the
Falcons why they are the nation's best team.
The Falcons had just 18 kills for the match and hit
.000 percent as a result of 18 attack errors. Penn State
dominated BG in every statistical category as they

had 19 more digs, six more kills and an advantage
on blocks 6.5 to just 3 for the Falcons.
The final tally was Penn State 25-15,25-12.25-15.
The only time the Falcons hung tight was in the first
set when they trailed 17-14 and in the third when
the match was tied at 10. The Falcons had just one
player with double-digit kills as Danielle Ionyan
had 11; The next dosest was Penrod who added five.
F.ven with the loss to Penn State, the Falcons have
much to be proud of in this 2011-2012 campaign. BG
finished with a 22-11 record on the season and a 13-3
mark in the MAC which put them at second overall
in the conference.
BG will also be known as MAC tournament
champions as they beat Northern Illinois in five sets
to capture the MAC tournament championship.
They also set out this week under the mindset that
they would be the first Falcon team to win an NCAA
tournament game and they achieved their goal in
beating Yale Friday night.
The Falcons again should be a force to be reckoned with next year as they return a bulk of their
roster with players like MAC tournament MVP Paige
Penrod and Ashley Dunn who led the team in digs.
The Falcons will lose four seniors in Kari Galen,
Lauren Mizgalski, Cassie Berning and Leah Shaw
who was a vital part of BGs blocking attack this
season with 119 on the year.

Penguins freeze BG
in offensive struggle
Falcons face 1-75 rival Wright State on Monday
By AUx Kr«mpasky
Reporter

The Falcons came up short to the
Youngstown State Penguins on
Saturday as they fell 58-49.
The "dynamic duo" of seniors
A'uston Calhoun and Jordan
Crawford did their best to
takedown the Penguins, but
their effort alone did not suffice. Calhoun had 12 points and
Crawford had 16 in the loss on
Saturday. Crawford only scored
two points in the first, but made
up for it with 14 in the second
half, which he hit four of his five
free-throw attempts.
The three other starting players, junior Cameron Black, senior
Luke Kraus and sophomore
Chauncey Orr, did not score any
points in the game and did not
record any offensive rebounds.
Youngstown State dominated
on defense with 31 defensive

rebounds and only allowed BG
to recover 12 offensive rebounds.
A'uston Calhoun led either
team with eight points in the first
half and both teams struggled
to score with the halftime score
being 23-17. Calhoun was heavily
double-teamed by Youngstown
State and all of their opponents
this season, which prevented
him from scoring more and being
more dominant this season.
"Some of our shots were good,
some of the shots were tough
and some were forced or rushed.
1 know on my part, I rushed a
few shots," Calhoun said. "Its
just tough. Some games are like
this... You have to push through,
but unfortunately this afternoon
we just didn't do it."
The Falcons were held to 31
percent shooting on the day and
See HOOPS | Page 6
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Caesar's Pisa Bowl in Detroit. Ball State to

Falcons receive bid for
spot in Military Bowl

Discover Orange Bowl in Miami. NIU will be

It was announced Sunday night that the

the Beef 0 Brady's Bowl in St. Petersburg.
Fla., Toledo to the Famous Idaho Potato Bowl
in Boise. Idaho and Northern Illinois to the

the first team in conference history to represent the MAC in a BCS bowl.
The MAC East will send three teams includ-

BGSU football team accepted a bid lor the

ing BG to the Military Bowl, Kent State to the

Military Bowl in Washington. DC. Decembet

GoDaddy.com Bowl in Mobile. Ala and Ohio

27. They will face the San Jose State Spartans

to the Independence Bowl in Shreveport. La..

of the Western Athletic Conference.

Tickets for the BGSU section will be HO

This is the first bowl for the Falcons since

through Dec. 12 but will be J20 anytime after

the 2009 Humanitarian Bowl in Boise. Idaho,

that. Student tickets will only be $5 and sales

in which they were defeated 43-42 in a last

will begin Monday at 8:30 a.m. through the

second touchdown by the Idaho Vandals. This

BGSU Ticket Office, via the Stroh Center

is also the tenth all-time bowl game for BG

or by calling 877-BGSU-TICKET. according

BG is one of seven teams from the
MAC to accept a bowl bid. which is a new
conference record.
The MAC West will send four teams to a
bowl, including Central Michigan to the Little

to the BGSU Athletic Department's official
Facebook page.
The game is slated for a 3 p.m. kkkoff on
December 27 and will be broadcasted nationally on ESPN.

KAIIEIOGSDON t MBGNEWS
JASMINE MATTHEWS dribbles past Colorado State's Kara Spotton for a basket during the Falcons' 71-49 victoiy over me Rams on Saturday

Falcons send Colorado State hiking after blowout
Halfhill earns first career double-double and sets career high 13 rebounds
The BG News Sports Staff

The women's basketball team got
on board early and rolled over
Colorado State on Saturday 71-49.
The game started and it was all
BG early as the Falcons scored
the first 15 points of the game
before the Rams made a bucket
with 11:05 on the clock.
lillian Halfhill, a junior point
guard, led the Falcons, earning
her first career double-double
while breaking her career high
in rebounds with 13.
Halfhill scored 10 points as
freshman Miriam lustinger led
the way in points with 12 points.
lustinger got hot and scored
all of her points in a 10 minute
span. Junior (ill Stein and sophomore Jasmine Matthews also
scored double-digits with 11 and
10 respectively.
"We wanted to come out
strong the first half," Matthews
said. "We wanted to come out

really aggressive and play really
strong team defense and we did.
That is how we were able to
put the game away earlier than
expected."
Colorado State moves to 2-4.
earning its third straight loss.
The Rams also lost to Toledo
in a much closer contest 66-62.
The Rams had just traveled
from Los Angeles and showed
their jet lag early.
"I was extremely nervous about
Colorado State's size," Head
Coach Jennifer Roos said. "We
were a diminutive team staturewise. They could start 6'2", 6'2",
6'0" so we really emphasized to
our kids that we had to do a good
job on the glass."
At halftime, the Falcons were
leading the Rams in rebounds
by double-digits despite the disparity in size 28-13. The team
finished the game outrebounding the Rams 48-31 with 20
offensive boards.

Colorado State was led by
Caitlin Duffy who led both
teams in scoring, earning herself 15 points off the bench. The
bench led the way for the Rams
as the starting five accumulated
two points, while the Falcons
starters earned 24.
The Rams were never able to
catch up after the early deficit,
making four field goals in the
entire first half. The Falcons
led by as many as 26 points
before finishing the game
winning by 22.
The freshmen played a key
role in closing out the game as
Bailey Cairnduff and Justinger
scored the Falcons final 13
points of the game, including
lustinger s streak.
The win marks BG's second
home win of the year as the
Falcons move to 4-3. The team
will conclude it's three-game
homestand against Butler on
Wednesday 7 p.m.
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list in the school's history. Bennet s
100 free time of 50.43 earned her a
third fastest time in history behind
Richardson and Szekely.
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Falcons rewrite
history at Nationals
Season bests were the highlights
as the swim team concludes the USA
Swimming AT&T Winter National
Championships in Austin. Texas.
Brittany Szekety led the Falcons,
earning a new school record in the 100
freestyle. SzeWy's time of 5031 edipsed
Meg Richardson's ma* of 503d
Emily Bennet also crept up the

the rest of the season. This was a
great experience"
Other swimmers Alexa Harris and
Daniela Carrillo finished with successful trips. Harris swam a good enough
time in the preliminary round to earn
herself a spot in the C final. She finished in 24th place.

The event takes the top swimmers
from across the nation for an early
season championship. This was the
first time the Falcons have competed
in the event

Carrillo added her second
season-best time at the championships. Alexis Kam. who swam in the
same 200 breaststroke. also added
a season-best time.

"It felt good to have two people
going that last at this point in the
season." said Head Coach Petra
Martin on bgsufalcons.com. "We're
really thiilled with the whole week.
This puts us in a great spot and we're
really looking forward to training for

The event finishes the Falcon's fall
season. The team will be back on
January 19th at Eastern Michigan.
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From Page 5

28 percent shooting during the first half. BG was
held to two three-pointers,
which were both in the
second half.
This marked the first
time in the 2012-13 season
that the Falcons trailed at
halftime, ending their six
game streak.
Youngstown State only
hit 12 of 26 free-throws
during the game and did
not make a free-throw in
the first half, but BG's 18
baskets were not enough to
pass the Penguins.
"This is a game that we
have to bounce back from,"

For Rent

Bartending, up to S300/day
No exp. needed, training avail.

3BR house, 836A Third St
Avail August 15,

call 800-965-6520x174

Call 419-601-3225.

For Rent

Furn. rooms, freedom of house,
TV. W/D. clean 8 quiet. $250/mo
w/$100dep. Call 419-354-6117.
Highland Management
Now leasing for 2013-2014 s.y
1 8 2 bedroom apartments.

'2013-14 Houses next to campus
3 unrelated allowed on lease
Cartyrentals com 419 5353-0325

Call 419-354-6036. M-F
bghighlandmgmt.com

1 room studio, snared bath, turn.
Avail June 15th! $275/mo + elec.
Call 419-601-3225.

Houses 8 Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting LLC.
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 11-3, M-F
www.BGApartments.com

1BR luxury loft apt, includes all
utils, cable and Ires W/D.
Avail now! Call 419-261 -5017.
2 A 3 BR apts« lownhouses
Scott Hamilton. 4th 8 5th Sts.
Avail May & Aug 2013.
419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456
www.rutterdudleyrentals.corri

HOUSES close to campus!
Now renting 2013-2014 leases
Frobose Rentals - 419-352-6064
www.froboserentals.com

3 room efficiency, furnished,
S350/mo. available August 15th.
120 Reed St Call 419-601-3225.

Roommates needed to share furn
house close to campus, flex lease
option, $350/mo, utilities incl.
Call Brad at 419-308-7763.

31 Elm St-4 BR. 1 1/2 bath,
deck, garage, W/D, avail next SY.
Please call 419-305-5987

Very nice house, legal for 7. Avail.
Aug 2013. 1/2 blk. from Founders.
419-352-6992 or 419-601-2442.

Walmart

Save money. Live better.

1 Buddy
2 Mobile home?: Abbf.
3 "Midnight's Children"
author

4 Typee" sequel
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14 Part of CBS:Abbr
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ACROSS
1 Like the Knights Templar
8 Performers, e.g.
15 In
16 Kiss offerer
17 Unit often counted
18 Big rigs
19 Cowboy Tony
20 Writer of creamy messages
21 Lion's prey
23 Ancient Greek storage vessel
27 Hook, line and sinker
30 Mantegna's "Criminal
Minds" role

32 The Once-_: "The Lorax"
character
33 March of Dimes' original
crusade
35 Leaded fuel component
36 Rush discovery
37 Pizza places
38 Wimbledon champ
before Pete

''

5 "Armies of the
Night' author
6 Hit the road, say
7 Hard part of mathematics?
8 'What a relief!"
9 Show again
10 "Breakfast at Tiffany's"
author
11 _Royeie:Lake
Superior national park
12 "The Lone Ranger
and Tonto Fistflght in
Heaven" author
13 Thrice, in Rx's

39
40
41
42
45

UAR member
Fertility clinic cells
That, in Oaxaca
Brandy letters
Quaint memory aid
Respect
Farm female
"Friendly skies" co.
Casino fixtures
■HahT
Near-eternity
Upscale hotel chain
Get exactly right
Culminates
Annoy

21 _ monkey
22 "This is a bad time'
24 Continues despite
hardship
25 "The Caine Mutiny"
author
26 Radar of TV
28 Common boot feature
Anger
29 They affect stock prices 63 Men's patriotic org.
64 Skater MWori
65 Enclose, in a way
It didn't get its no. until 1939
Urban cruisers
'_ see'
Determination
Alp ending
Fleece sources
ANSWERS
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46
48 People

49 Lines at the hosp.
50 Oscar winners' lines
53 On top of things
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56 Make it right
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60 H.G. Wells classic, and a
hint to this puzzle's theme
found in the answers to
starred clues
66 "... by yonder blessed _ I
swear": Romeo
67 Muse of Hughes
68 Author Bagnold
69 Squealed
70 Sharp rival
71 Thickness measures
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Immediate Direct Care
Openings In BG, Hasklne,
Walbrldge A Portage!
Do you have what it takes to
assist persons with developmental disabilities with daily living?
This job is for youl
Wood Lane Residents! Services
has full time, part-time & sub
positions available. Primary duties
include providing assistance and
training to adults including cooking, cleaning, swimming, passing
medications and transporting.
Duties may also include total
assistance in areas such as
bathing, eating, and toileting.
S0-$13 18/hr based on exp.
Require High School Diploma or
GED & valid drivers license &
acceptable driving record
(for driving positions only) &
pre-employment background
screening. Obtain application
from WLRS. 545 Pearl St. BG OH
Monday through Friday
or download application at:
www.wlrt.org
EOE

'"

InTERPET
»EBVKE<
III,Mil, III,I,1,1
<*(<''■www.dacor.nei
or call 419.352.3568

Help Wanted

Help Wanted
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Head Coach Louis Orr said. Anderson Arena.
"It was a game that we
The Raiders are curneeded to win or win ugly. rently 5-2 on the season
We struggled getting the and 2-1 in road games.
ball in the basket, but those The teams that they have
intangible characteristics defeated include the
that we needed to kind of Eastern Illinois Panthers,
dig a game like this out we Idaho Vandals, Idaho
just didn't have tonight."
State Bengals, Morehead
The loss puts BG at 3-4 State Eagles and the North
on the season and 1-2 Carolina A&T Aggies.
against opponents from Those team's have a comthe Horizon League. BG's bined record of 13-27.
next opponent is another
This will be the third
Horizon League member game in their five-game
Wright State.
home stand which will
BG leads the series 6-4 include Samford on Dec. 8
and this game will mark and No. 13 Michigan State
the first game against the on Dec. 18.
two schools since 2006, in
BG will face off against
which Wright State defeat- 1-75 rival Wright State on
ed the Falcons 70-51 in a Monday at 7 p.m. at the
BracketBusters game at Stroh Center.
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Wnsi Waoster Bowlinu Green

December Special
UP TO $60 OFF

TUESDAY

Babyback
Ribs *IT»»

RENT WR MONTH

Delusions of a college

student
UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT

"I enjoy the
competitive
parking on
campus."

163S.1
BOWLING GREEN
4I9-35J"77
www.sambs.com
WE DELIVER.

352-SAMB

m;Uiin

No parking spots?
Let us drive you.

Pun* Adv in 0 cinemark.com
800-326-3264 t Eip 1432«

> FREE Resident Shuttle

> 24 Hr Maintenance

> FREE High Speed Internet

> 2 Laundromats

> FREE Basic Cable

> Swimming Pool

> FREE Waterft Trash

> 1&2 Bedroom Apts

WOODLAND MALL CINEMA 5
IOM/ «uwf M«*f tm u» ■ ui Mr rufuw sj <w
touia inunm itnw mje IPI a»

> FREE Resident Shuttle
> Air Conditioning

WINTHROP
TERRACE

Holiday Shopping on Your Mind
Hcrbi/dUo^y Ca/rd,y
5 e-tvy <> rva'l' C bo-th/U*VJJ^
Wrflz/ipi/jv^ Su'pphOe'y
H <fb i/tX/Qtsy T) c o cr r c*st V ty *v y
H o-bUd, t*/y T ash-Vesw c^r &
Qa m !■■ s dr T <ry y
S rva-w To-o-by
131

» P A R T « E « I $

NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

W.--.t Oypty I .....

HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES!

352-3776

OPEN 24 HOURS

BG Transit
"Public transportation for everyone"

1-800-579-4299

One-hour advanced
required

Amenities included in many of our houses
- Furnished or unfurnished
- Washer and Dryer
- Garbage disposal dishwasher

—

^

BEST SELECTION OF 2,3,4,5 AND 6 BEDROOM HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2013

OHIO RELAY NETWORK:
1-800-750-0750

Need a ride?
Call BG Transit

—

400 E. Napolean Rd • 419.352.9135
www.winthropterrace.com
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- Large yards

W^^^^^gSBL^m

_1

- 1 and 2 car garages
- Full basements
- Most homes are NEW or REMODELED

-

Air conditioning
Gas log fireplaces
1-E blocks frwn campus
May or August leases available
Microwaves

- Walk in closets

3-6 People allowed depending on location

^ :-,

CALL FOR DETAILS (419) 352-0717
^HHi^^^ror fares and other information
P^^
call 419.354.6203
www.bgohlo.orK/grants/transportatlon

www.greenbriarrentals.com

6RUN»IMAX, INC.

